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Festival of West Africa 
"Festival of West Africa in Sodegaura" hosted by Sodegaura International 
Exchange Association was held at Hirakawa Community Center (Yokota, 
Sodegaura City, Chiba Pref.) on November 25th.  
 
Although the venue was outskirt of Sodegaura City, thanks to the fine 
weather there were a few hundred of participants including a lot of family 
groups. Ms. Sumie Ooiwa who was an organizer of the event introduced me 
to booths of several countries. In this occasion, I exchanged information with 
several staffs of embassies. 
 
The participated countries were members of ECOWAS (Economic 
Community of West African States): They were Nigeria, Mali, Senegal, 
Liberia, Togo, Ghana, Benin, Republic of Cote d'Ivoire, Burkina Faso and 
Guinea. The embassies and their related organizations had their booths. 
There were introductions of the countries, sale of native products and goods, 
fashion shows, music performances, demonstrations of cooking and tasting of 
the cuisine (to be paid).   
 
The booths of each country are staffed with embassy officials or personnel of 
the related organizations who gave explanations. Ambassadors and 
ambassadresses of each country also cooperated with the demonstrations. It 
was the lavish event. The served cuisine was mainly boiled food, and for 
putting on rice. I supposed the food was arranged so that it could be easily 
eaten for Japanese people. But, Japanese rice was not suitable for this 
cooking. Despite of the various participating countries, most displayed art 
crafts were similar each other. They were mainly wood carving, embroideries 
and adornments, and looked artless comparing to ones of Southeast Asian 
countries. Their efforts and a little pepping up are needed when they want to 
export the products to Japan. 
 
Embassy personnel of Togo, Nigeria, Mali, Liberia and Burkina Faso had 
interest in our NPO's program when I introduced them our purpose and 
activities showing our NPO's brochure. They were also intended in having 
events in cooperation with us next year, if possible. Before the event, I 
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worried that I would have a language problem, because the official languages 
in other countries of Nigeria, Ghana and Liberia might be French. However, 
I had no problem because I could have communication with all embassy 
personnel by English or Japanese. We plan to have discussions with these 
countries based on proposal that will be prepared by us from now. And it is 
expected to have cooperation events with each country and our NPO.  
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